Please note: Courses listed here are those at or above the 300-level (which is the minimum required for a course to count towards a graduate degree). The Graduate School at UW-Madison now requires that at least 50% of credits applied toward the program’s graduate degree credit requirement must be courses designed for graduate work. All courses numbered 700 and above meet this requirement. Courses numbered 300-699 that carry the designation “Grad 50% Y” also meet this requirement, since they assess graduate students separately from undergraduate students.

Courses marked with * must contain 25% or more content area in REECAS to count towards the MA program or graduate certificate; please check with the professor to verify REECAS content of the course for the fall 2020 semester before enrolling and then get final approval from the REECAS graduate advisor, Jennifer Tishler (jtishler@wisc.edu)

Students: if you are interested in taking a course for REECAS that is not listed here, please contact Jennifer Tishler to discuss; some other thematic courses may be included on a case-by-case basis, with sufficient regional content.

Art History
715* Icons, Religion, and Empire: Early Christian and Byzantine Art, Ca. 200-1453 (TBA, MW 2:30-3:45) (Grad 50% Y)

Curriculum
515 Holocaust: History, Memory, and Education (Schweber, M 4:00-6:30, x-list History, Jewish Studies) (Grad 50% Y)

Geography
318* Introduction to Geopolitics (Kaiser, TR 2:30-3:45) (Grad 50% Y)
340* World Regions in Global Context (Olds, Online) (Grad 50% Y)

History
419 History of Soviet Russia (Hirsch, MWF 1:20-2:10) (Grad 50% Y)
515 Holocaust: History, Memory and Education (Schweber, M 4:00-6:30, x-list with Jewish Studies 515, Curric 515) (Grad 50% Y)

Jewish Studies
430 Intermediate Topics in Jewish Literature: Holocaust: Testimony and Expression (Brenner, MWF 9:55-10:45, 3 cr) (Grad 50% N)
515 Holocaust: History, Memory and Education (Schweber, M 4:00-6:30, x-list Curric, History 515) (Grad 50% Y)

Political Science
345* Conflict Resolution (Kydd, TR 11:00-11:50 + Disc) (Grad 50% Y)
347 Terrorism (Kydd, MW 11:00-11:50 + Disc) (Grad 50% Y)
856* Field Seminar in Comparative Politics (Herrera, W 3:30-5:25)

Sociology
624* Political Sociology (Ermakoff, M 4:00-6:00) (Grad 50% Y)

Slavic Literature
420 Chekhov (Reynolds, MWF 9:55-10:45 + Disc T 12:05-12:55) (Grad 50% N)
422 Dostoevsky (Reynolds, MWF 12:05-12:55 + Disc T 11:00-11:50) (Grad 50% N)
History of Russian Culture (entirely in Russian) (Karpukhin, MWF 12:05-12:55) (Grad 50% N)
Capstone Seminar in Russian Literature and Culture (entirely in Russian) (Shevelenko, MWF 1:20-2:10)
Foundations in Russian Romanticism (Hanukai, T 2:30-5:00)
Intro to REECAS (Tishler, R 4:00-5:30)
Proseminar – Slavic Literature and Culture (Shevelenko, F 2:30-3:45)
Seminar – Russian Romanticism (Hanukai, R 4:00-6:30)
Seminar – Topics in Late Soviet Culture (Shevelenko, M 2:30-5:00)

LANGUAGE COURSES

German, Nordic, and Slavic
331  First Semester Kazakh (Glowacki, MTWR 8:50-9:40, 4 cr)
431  Third Semester Kazakh (Glowacki, MTWR 9:55-10:45, 4 cr)
339  First Semester Turkish (TBA, MWF 9:55-10:45, 4 cr)
439  Third Semester Turkish (TBA, MWF 11:00-11:50, 4 cr)
539  Fifth Semester Turkish and Azeri (TBA, MW 8:00-9:15, 3 cr)

Slavic Languages
101  First Semester Russian (TBA, MTWRF multiple sessions, 4 cr)
111  First Semester Polish (TBA, MTWF 11:00-11:50, 4 cr)
115  First Semester Czech (Danaher, MTWR 12:05-12:55, 4 cr)
203  Third Semester Russian (TBA, MTWRF 9:55-10:45; TBA, MTWRF 1:20-2:10, 4 cr)
207  Third Semester Polish (TBA, MTWF 11:00-11:50, 4 cr)
275  Third Year Russian I (Walter, MWF 9:55-10:45; Karpukhin, MWF 1:20-2:10, 4 cr)
277  Third Year Polish I (TBA, MWF 9:55-10:45, 3 cr)
278  Third Year Polish II (TBA, MWF 9:55-10:45, 3 cr)
301  Introduction to Intensive Polish (TBA, MWF 12:05-12:55, 3 cr)
315  Russian Language and Culture I (Tumarkin, TR 1:00-12:15, 3 cr)
321  Fourth Year Russian I (Evans-Romaine, MWF 1:20-2:10, 4 cr)
331  Fourth Year Polish I (TBA, MWF 9:55-10:45, 3 cr)
332  Fourth Year Polish II (TBA, MWF 9:55-10:45, 3 cr)
351  First Semester Intensive Czech (Danaher, MWTR 12:05-12:55, 3 cr) meets with Slavic 115